The Circus in Town: iD 《我世代》 held on 2nd Jan 2016. Six AScCIMP students joined the event. This show is presented by the Leisure and Cultural Services Department. The Canada's Cirque Éloize will stage "iD" at the Grand Theatre of the Hong Kong Cultural Centre. The show features 10 different performance arts, together with amazing lighting and sound effects. In this event, AScCIMP students will be able to aware of different culture and relate the sound and lighting effects as well as stage control theories that they have learned in classroom. The event will provide real life examples on how the knowledge are executed in real show.

This activity enhances their media production skills and cultural awareness in the final year projects and course works. By enriching students' creativity, technical skills in lighting and sound, students can produce better works which enrich the programme portfolio.

Student reflections

Jenny, Chen Ying Chen:

The show is about circus arts and urban dance with the scene setting at city centre, it created a modern atmosphere. The performance of actors and actresses are wonderful, their steps and movement were highly difficult. With the background board setting and lightening were very new to us, it was so fantastic, as we could see that there can be plenty of different stage settings by utilizing and moving same objects. Also with the music and lighting effect, the show was very perfect. Thank you for the sponsorship of CCCU, the show was absolutely a very great learning experience for us.
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